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West Bengal State University
B.A./B.Sc./B.Com. (Honours, Major, General) Examinations, 2013

PART-III

HISTORY - HONOURS

Paper- VII

Duration : 4 Hours Full Marks: 100

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as Jar as practicable.

TheJigures in the margin indicate Jull marks.
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Answer Question No. 1 and anyJour of the rest.
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GROUP-A
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l. Answer any Jour of the following questions : 4 x 5 = 20

a) What was the influence of Montesquieu on the French Revolution?

b) What was the significance of the fall of Bastille?

c) How democratic was the Declaration of Rights of Man and Citizen?

d) What is meant by 'Spanish Ulcer' ?

e) Why did the Paris Commune uprising occur?
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n What do you understand by the Narodnik movement?

"'1gll1~<tl \!l1n:"Vf\C1"'1~ \5fl9fR ~ ~ ?

g) What was the Kultur Kampf?

h) Why did Anglo-German rivalry intensify in the early twentieth century?

~\-xt ~ ~m ~-~ $!5>:lM\!51 c<R ~ C~ ?

GROUP-B
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Answer any Jour questions from the following: 4 x 20 = 80

2. How did social and economic crises contribute to the political cirsis 'of the French

monarchy in 1788-89 A.D. ? 20

1788-89 ~ J41~t~<tl ~ \5l"~ ~\~ ~ ~ f:lllS7~Uilf:l f:lliS1'E"'1N:><tl~\~ ~ <tlCf:lffi:ii4?

3. 10 + 10Make an assessment of the Jacobin Republic. Was the Terror justified?

4. Would you agree that Napoleon was both the heir to and liquidator of the

Revolution ? 20

5. How did the spread of nationalism in Europe in the first half of the nineteenth century

destroy Metternich's system? 20
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6. Make a comparative assessment of the unification processes of Germany and Italy. 20

7. How did industrialisation create a new working class? Show how trade unionism and

labour parties emerged through the struggles of this class. 8 + 12
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8. What were the main-features of Bismarck's foreign olicy? How far did Kaiser Wilhelm

II depart from them ? 12 + 8

9. How was Europe polarised in late 19th and early 20th Century ? Did it have any

impact on international politics? 20
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10. Why were the Bolsheviks successful in the Russian Revolution of 1917 ? 20


